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A R C H I T EC T ’S  D E S I G N  G U I D E  

  Architectural Precast 

Concrete 

Lancaster County Craftmanship Rooted in Age-Old Tradition and Quality 

ARCHITECTS DESIGN GUIDE 



About Covered Bridge Cast Stone 

 OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:  

 CAST STONE AND ARCHITECTURAL 

MASONRY DESIGN ASSISTANCE 

 APPROVAL DRAWINGS FROM CAD 

 SHOP AND LAYOUT DRAWINGS 

 MANUFACTURING AND DELIVERY 

 INSTALLATION ASSISTANCE FOR  

MASONS AND GENERAL CONTRACTORS 

 HISTORICAL RESTORATION 

 CUSTOM COLOR MATCHING 

 Our hometown is a little different. Horses and buggies share the 

road on the nearby bustling Lincoln Highway and the beautiful         

surrounding country roads. We know the name of each neighbor.  

 It is only natural that the qualities so common here in Lancaster 

County’s Amish Country, genuine care, hard work, honesty— are what 

define us as a quality Cast Stone/Architectural Precast Concrete 

supplier. It will certainly define your experience as a designer/customer 

and the quality of our products. 

 Created by a tight-knit circle of local Amish Artisan, Covered 

Bridge Cast Stone products exhibit all the beauty of  natural stone 

products in a wide variety of colors and virtually unlimited design  

options for stunning architectural effects in homes and commercial 

properties.  

 Covered Bridge uses the exacting standards of traditional      

craftsmen applied with modern processes to create amazing stone  

pieces that will last for ages. 

 Cast Stone and Architectural Precast Concrete possesses a 

beauty that never dies and will actually become stronger as it ages  

because of our modern high quality 8,000 PSI+ mix designs. 

Covered Bridge designs and builds for the ages. 

      

Contact: Sales@CBCastStone.com or call 717-354-2188 
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Frequently asked questions: 

 What is Cast Stone? Cast Stone is a refined architectural building unit manufactured to simulate natural 

cut stone used in anchored unit masonry applications. Cast Stone can be shaped, curved and twisted in 

the manufacturing process to achieve almost any design imaginable. 

 What is the typical thickness for Cast Stone? The minimum cast thickness is typically 2.5”. Maximum 

thickness is almost unlimited. 

 Is wet cast better than vibrant dry tamp Cast Stone? The same finish can be achieved with both           

techniques, Covered Bridge has capabilities for both, however Covered Bridge will ensure only one   

method is used for your entire project so everything matches exactly. Wet Cast has more design options 

especially for larger units. Vibrant dry tamp is most commonly used for basic profiles and smaller units. 

 Does Covered Bridge Cast Stone have any standard sizes or products? No, we do only Custom  

Masonry, Custom PreCast Stone and Custom Architectural Precast Concrete items 

 Can Covered Bridge do takeoffs from my existing print? Yes! We provide complete Cast Stone takeoff’s 

and price quotes off your bid and construction set drawings. There is usually no charge for the first takeoff. 

 What is the typical lead time for Custom Cast Stone Masonry? Typical lead time is 3-6 weeks after P.O. is 

placed. Our knowledgeable project managers will conduct a pre-job meeting once we receive a purchase order  

and the layout drawings are processed to ensure the correct material is delivered right when you need it and 

delivered exactly where you need it. 

 What is the lead time for CAD drawings from Covered Bridge? Profile drawings are usually 2-5 business 

days. Layout and Approval drawings take 5-10 business days. 

Contact: Sales@CBCastStone.com or call 717-354-2188 
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Banding and trim for New Holland Transport. 2019, Mason: FE Horst Masonry 

The Grove, Malvern PA. Custom Base and Water Table band. GC: Norwood Construction 

Custom PreCast Stone and Landscape details by Covered Bridge, 99 Hudson project in Jersey City 
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Custom Water table and Architectural Precast by Covered Bridge. For            

Dieffenbach’s Potato Chips factory project in 2018.  GC: Hoover Buildings 

      Design Inspiration for Commercial Buildings 

Use Custom PreCast Stone to inspire both inside and out. 

 Explore our gallery of showcase projects to help inspire your designs.  

 Cast Stone from Covered Bridge will turn your building into a beautiful landmark for years to come. 

We’re here with ideas that fit your budget, time frame, and special vision. 

 At Covered Bridge we are committed to capturing and expressing your ideas in Architectural Cast 

Stone. It’s a process that requires both art and technology. The end result is a stable, durable, 

convenient and beautiful material with an endless variety of colors and styles. 

 We realize that on time delivery and quality done right the first time is of utmost importance     for 

commercial masonry projects. That is why we provide a separate, dedicated project manager for every 

custom Cast Stone job.  

 Your project manager is only a phone call away and will assist you in project delivery planning and 

phasing to minimize waste of your most valuable resource, Labor. 

 

 Cast Stone: Beautiful Form and lasting function for generations to come. 

Contact: Sales@CBCastStone.com or call 717-354-2188            Page 5          
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Outdoor Living Spaces 

Stone has always been traditional favorite for outdoor living spaces. 

 With Custom Architectural Cast Stone you can transform your outdoor 

living space into a one of a kind experience. 

 Cast Stone establishes your presence even in remote places. It reminds 

people of the line where your world begins and the details of that world are 

your own.  

 Whether you would like to enclose a formal garden, a secluded oasis of 

tranquility for sitting, or a swimming pool area, we can work with your       

architect or landscape designer to help create the enclosed space you     

envision. 

 Give your property its own architectural appeal by establishing the 

perimeter in Custom Architectural Precast Concrete and Cast Stone. 

 Cast Stone gives you the flexibility to customize you color and blend 

your outdoor space’s architecture with the surrounding buildings design. 

Cast Stone balusters and railing 

Custom cast stone pool coping 
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Custom  Cast Stone countertop with integral LED lights 

Custom Cast Stone Sink and wood grained back splash 

Custom water fountain and Cast Stone surround 

Custom Cast Stone Outdoor Fireplace 

Custom Cast Stone fountain      

surround for Stroudsburg Village 

Custom pineapple finial post cap 
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Contact: Sales@CBCastStone.com or call 717-354-2188           Page 8 
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Residential design ideas 

A beautiful first impression. 

 Enhance the curb appeal of your home by adding a new accent or creating a completely 

new exterior with Custom Cast Stone trim and veneer. 

 Yes, we work with designers, architects and building contractors but the dreams of the           

homeowner are the dreams we bring to life. 

 Cast Stone is not limited to the exterior. Come inside to a warm inviting space. Find 

the inspiration to transform a simple wall, create a stunning focal point or carve out intimate 

corners in wide-open great rooms. 

 The possibilities for expression in Custom Cast Stone are enormous. It can be cast into 

various shape and masses, turned and twisted into countless designs and textures. 

 Covered Bridge will work closely with you and your designers to create the impressions 

that you want your foyer to convey. Your ideas can be turned into visible statements that 

will live on for generations. 
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Religious and Institutional applications 

 Whether you are looking for highly detailed pieces for an inspirational     

architectural design or you need help value engineering for you project, we 

have been there and done that. 

 At Covered Bridge we realize that on time delivery and quality done 

right the first time is top priority for large masonry projects like churches 

and schools.  

 That is why we provide a separate, dedicated project manager for every 

custom Cast Stone job.  

 Covered Bridge Cast Stone project managers are only a phone call 

away and will assist you in project delivery planning and phasing to        

minimize waste of your most valuable resource, Labor. 

 Custom Cast Stone pieces can be a iconic landmark for many years in 

the future. Fluid yet enduring, delicate yet strong, Custom Cast Stone from 

Covered Bridge is capable of statements both sweeping and subtle, 

statements that can not be made with any other stone material.  
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Covered Bridge Design Guide for window sills, surrounds, and headers 

 

Basic Window sill profile examples 
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Premium Window sill profile examples 

Keystone profiles 

Chamfered 

Projecting 

Chamfered keystone with batwing header 

Arched header with flat keystone 

Flat 

Flat 

Flat 

Design guide tips 

 All profiles shown are examples only, just change the            

dimensions to fit your design and application 

 Drip edges are recommended for window headers and sills 

 Drip edges will save the masonry around windows and help   

prevent freeze/thaw cracking issues 

 Always slope window sills down and away from the window to 

prevent water entry in to the building 

Value engineering tips 

• The more linear footage you have per profile the less your cost 

will be for the project. ( 2– 3’ long pieces of 1 profile will cost 

twice as much per linear foot than  20-3’ long pieces of 1 

profile.) 

• Straight edges are more cost effective than rounded, 

chamfered and highly detailed edges. See premium profiles 

below 

• There is very little cost difference between Cast Stone for full 

depth brick or Cast Stone for thin brick 

Contact: Sales@CBCastStone.com or call 717-354-2188                   Page 13 
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Covered Bridge Design Guide for water table & transition sills 

 

Basic Window water table profile examples 

Page 14 
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Premium Window sill profiles 

Transition sill & water table examples 

 

Design guide tips 

 Water tables/Transition sills are used primarily when 

transitioning from CMU to brick or from brick to stucco 

 All profiles shown are examples only, just change the            

dimensions to fit your design and application 

 Drip edges are recommended for water tables and transition sills 

 Always slope water tables and transition sills down and away 

from the wall to prevent water entry in to the building 

Value engineering tips 

• The more linear footage you have per profile the less your cost 

will be for the project. ( 2– 3’ long pieces of 1 profile will cost 

twice as much per linear foot than  20-3’ long pieces of 1 profile.) 

• Straight edges are more cost effective than rounded, chamfered 

and highly detailed edges. See premium profiles below 

• There is very little cost difference between thin Cast Stone or full 

depth Cast Stone  

Contact: Sales@CBCastStone.com or call 717-354-2188                   Page 15 
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Covered Bridge Design Guide for Cast Stone veneers 
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Cast Stone Veneers 

Also known as Ashlar Block, cast stone veneer has been used in building construction for 

decades to provide contrasting color and texture to fine masonry architecture. Covered Bridge 

Cast Stone veneers offer the design professional a wide array of colors, textures and shapes 

for their cast stone ashlar block or cast stone veneer needs. From an arched wall feature with 

a balustrade above to the entire base of a large building, Covered Bridge cast stone veneer 

adds beauty and elegance to your building design. 

 

 Covered Bridge Cast Stone veneer is available in several textures to enhance your design. 

Our standard cut limestone textured Cast Stone veneer is offered in a variety of sizes and 

shapes with flat or chamfered edges. For the rustic look of stone we also offer split face or 

rock faced ashlar blocks or veneer in the premium profiles shown on the bottom right. We also 

offer several Standard Colors or a custom color of your choice to contrast or coordinate as 

desired with your stone or other masonry. 

 

The dense finish of Covered Bridge Cast Stone is more resistant to weather and dirt, has 

lower moisture absorption and has a smooth granular finish with no pits or bug holes. 

Covered Bridge Cast Stone also resists spalling and weathering of its surface so it retains its 

appearance through decades of exposure to the elements. Reinforcements can also be 

added to our stone veneers to provide the structural advantages of precast concrete with the 

beauty, uniform surface quality and durability of natural stone. Covered Bridge Cast Stone is 

cast to the highest quality standards to meet and exceed the stringent specifications set forth 

by the Cast Stone Institute. 

Standard veneer sizes: (actual sizes are 3/8” less to allow for mortar joint) 

 4” x 4” x 12”, 4” x 4” x 24” 

 4” x 8” x 16”,4” x 8” x 24”  

 4” x 12” x 16”, 4”x 12” x 20”, 4” x 12” x 24”, 4” x 12” x 48” 

 4” x 16” x 18”, 4” x 16” x 24”, 4” x 16” x 32”, 4” x 16” x 48” 

 4” x 24” x 36”, 4” x 24” x 48” 
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Basic Cast Stone veneer profile examples 

Premium Window sill profiles 

  

Design guide tips 

 Cast Stone veneer is used primarily on the first few floors of 

modern masonry buildings & popular for multi-use buildings 

 All profiles shown are examples only, just change the            

dimensions to fit your design and application 

 Water tables are recommended between cast stone veneer to 

brick transitions 

 Always slope the top side down and away from the wall to 

prevent water entry in to the building 

Value engineering tips 

• More pieces per size = better value. (1,000 pieces of a single 

size will cost 1/2 as much per piece as 50 pieces  of 1 size. 

• Straight edges are more cost effective than rounded, chamfered 

and highly detailed edges. See premium profiles below 

• There is very little cost difference between thin Cast Stone    

veneer or full depth Cast Stone  veneer 

• Split face finishes and chamfered pieces cost about twice as 

much as the standard cast stone textures and straight profiles 

Contact: Sales@CBCastStone.com or call 717-354-2188                   Page 17 
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Covered Bridge Design Guide for Wall Coping 
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Properly designed wall copings will enhance the looks of masonry walls and provide 

great protection for freeze/thaw issues that are common with exterior masonry walls. 

Basic Cast Stone wall coping profile examples 

Premium Wall Coping profiles 
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Design guide tips 

 Cast Stone Wall Coping should always be used on exterior walls 

to prevent water from entering the brick/masonry underneath 

 All profiles shown are examples only, just change the            

dimensions to fit your design and application 

 Drip Edges are normally used unless the outside edge is flush 

with the wall underneath 

 Always slope the top at least 1/4” per foot either from the  1 

edge or from the peak to ensure proper water drainage 

Value engineering tips 

• More pieces per size = better value. (1,000 pieces of a single 

size will cost 1/2 as much per piece as 50 pieces  of 1 size. 

• Straight edges are more cost effective than rounded, chamfered 

and highly detailed edges. See premium profiles below 

• Radius wall coping and railings are almost twice as expensive 

as straight wall coping 

Contact: Sales@CBCastStone.com or call 717-354-2188                   Page 19 

Premium railing example 

Basic balustrades and railings 
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Covered Bridge Design Guide for Pier Caps and building accents 
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Datestones and building accent examples  

Design guide tips 

 Pier Coping should always be used on all exterior columns to 

prevent water from entering the brick/masonry underneath 

 All profiles shown are examples only, just change the            

dimensions to fit your design and application 

 Drip Edges are normally used unless the outside edge is flush 

with the wall underneath 

 Always slope the top at least 1/4” per foot either from the  1 

edge or from the peak to ensure proper water drainage 

Value engineering tips 

• More pieces per size = better value. (1,000 pieces of a single 

size will cost 1/2 as much per piece as 50 pieces  of 1 size. 

• Straight edges are more cost effective than rounded, chamfered 

and highly detailed edges. See premium profiles below 

• Fonts: Pricing for custom engraving is usually the 

same across all different fonts due to the modern CNC Router 

machines we use in the mold setup process 
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Premium Pier Cap examples 

Basic Pier cap examples 
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Covered Bridge Design Guide for Pier Caps and building accents 
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Hearth & Fireplace surround examples  

Design guide tips 

 A custom fireplace surround will transform your indoor/outdoor fire-

place into a one of a kind experience 

 Covered Bridge can also help to incorporate a custom fireplace into 

your existing patio plan 

 All profiles shown are examples only, just change the  dimensions to 

fit your design and application 

Value engineering tips 

• Straight edges are more cost effective than rounded, chamfered and 

highly detailed edges. See premium profiles below 

• Fonts: Pricing for custom engraving is usually the same 

across all different fonts due to the modern CNC Router machines 

we use in our mold setup process 
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Countertop  examples 

Cast Stone countertop 

with internal LED lights 

Polished concrete 

countertop cast with 

natural wood slabs 
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Covered Bridge Design Guide for Pier Caps and building accents 
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Cast Stone outdoor furniture examples  

Design guide tips 

 A custom Architectural Precast Concrete water feature or 

outdoor furniture item will transform your indoor/outdoor 

fireplace into a space inspired by your ingenuity 

 Covered Bridge can also help to incorporate a custom 

furniture item or water feature  into your existing patio plan 

 All profiles shown are examples only, just change the  

dimensions to fit your design and application 

Value engineering tips 

• Straight edges are more cost effective than rounded, 

chamfered and highly detailed edges. See premium profiles 

below 

• Fonts: Pricing for custom engraving is usually the 

same across all different fonts due to the modern CNC Router 

machines we use in our mold setup process 
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Cast Stone water feature  examples 
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Covered Bridge Design Guide for Pier Caps and building accents 
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Monument Sign examples  

Design guide tips 

 A custom Architectural Precast Concrete sign will make a bold and 

beautiful statement of your presence 

 Covered Bridge can help design your sign or monument to match 

your logos or company color schemes 

 All profiles shown are examples only, just change the  dimensions 

to fit your design and application 

 

Value engineering tips 

• Straight edges are more cost effective than rounded, chamfered 

and highly detailed edges. See premium profiles below 

• Fonts: Pricing for custom engraving is usually the same 

across all different fonts due to the modern CNC Router machines 

we use in our mold setup process 
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Longevity 

 Our modern 7,000 PSI + Architectural Precast Concrete mixes are designed to produce 

elements that will last for the ages and actually strengthen as it gets older. 

 All Cast Stone from Covered Bridge meets and exceeds the ASTM C1364 specification which 

is the highest standard available for Cast Stone 

 Covered Bridge Cast Stone exceeds all the  quality control guidelines set forth by the Cast 

Stone Institute, the Architectural Precast Association and the Precast Concrete Institute 

Sustainability 

 Cast stone masonry can make a significant contribution toward earning LEED points on a 

project. While no product or material alone can earn LEED points, cast stone masonry can be 

used as part of a strategy to earn points in many credits. It is important to remember that the 

calculations for these credits require inclusion of the entire building project and materials to 

determine the percent of qualifying material.  

Green Concrete?  

 Yes, indeed! All the reinforcement material we use on our projects is 100% recycled content. 

We use the most plentiful materials available on planet earth for our Architectural Precast/Cast 

Stone mixes. (Stone, Sand and water) 

 Our facility exceeds EPA and DEP requirements and releases zero harmful, cancer causing 

carcinogens into the environment. 

 Our entire manufacturing facility is completely independent of the electrical grid. We create all 

the power we use, employing solar energy and plant-based, bio-diesel whenever possible to 

reduce our dependence on fossil fuels.  

 We have also engineered a first-time-ever system using cooling water and exhaust heat. We 

run it through an exchanger in the winter to make the plant toasty warm, further reducing our 

fossil fuel dependence. 

 Additionally, the majority of our Amish team members utilize a carpool or bike to work, 

minimizing fossil fuel usage and cost of the planet’s resources. 

 Value to the community 

At Covered Bridge we believe every business should be of good value to both loyal customers 

and future clients and to the  local community as well, a large percentage of our workforce runs 

with the Volunteer Fire department and helps out with many volunteer events in the community. 

Contact: Sales@CBCastStone.com or call 717-354-2188                   Page 27 

Longevity and Sustainability of Cast Stone from Covered Bridge 
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Covered Bridge Cast Stone colors 
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Always ask for a Cast Stone color kit before making the final selection! 
 

WHITE (Crystal White) has always been a popular color. The Crystal White color stands out and will turn your 
building into a beautiful landmark!  

KNB4 (Contemporary Philadelphia) has been our most popular color since 2019 and blends well with almost 
any brick and stone colors. KNB4 will also make a bold and interesting statement when used with darker brick 
and stone colors  

REG. (Natural Pennsylvania Limestone) The Natural Hues of this beautiful Grey Limestone looks great with 
Grey Stone veneers.  

G3E (Dark Smoky Mountain) This dark grey color looks awesome in places where darker accents and trim are 
desired.  

AB4 (Architectural Buff Tan) This tan color contrasts well with buff colored veneers and stone.  

Y2 (American Yellowstone) Our Y2 color is popular in southern climates and waterfront settings.  

69 Buff (Cape May Buff) This historic color is always popular on restoration projects. It looks good as an accent 
or trim color for lighter colored buildings.  

48 RED (Boston Brick Mill) 48 Red is popular for trim and accent pieces with a wide range of red brick colors.  

YBM (Lancaster Red) is a popular color for date stones and other ornamental pieces on red brick buildings.  

CB1 (Coral Beach) The earthy brown hues are designed to blend in with the natural surroundings of Beachside 
and Waterfront Homes.  

Your Custom Color. We can make any of our standard colors darker or lighter to match your style. Do you have a color that you 

want to match? Let ‘s do it!  
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 COVERED BRIDGE CAST STONE WARRANTY 

    

High Value products demand High Quality Customer Service! 

 

 Covered Bridge warrants all our Cast Stone products for a period of ten (10) years from the date 
of purchase when installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines and meeting 
accepted industry specifications as set forth by the National Concrete Masonry Association 
(NCMA) and Architectural Precast Association (APA) or Cast Stone Institute (CSI) 
 
 If there is a defect in the structural integrity of a warranted Cast Stone product, Covered Bridge 
will supply, free of cost, an adequate quantity of replacement Cast Stone system products of the 
same type, color and size as the defective products necessary to replace the affected area.  
 
 This warranty does not extend to the removal or hauling of defective wall system products, nor 
does it cover the labor to install the replacement product.  
 
 A defect in “structural integrity” means the inability of a properly installed Cast Stone product to 
perform the function for which it was designed due to defects in material.  
 A defect in “structural integrity” does not mean a function caused by improper installation or 
workmanship.  
 
The Covered Bridge Warranty does not cover damage resulting from:  

Settlement, heaving or other wall movements  
Contact with cleaning agents, chemicals, paint, fertilizers and abrasive cleaning methods  
Discoloration due to airborne contaminants, staining or efflorescence*  
Damage from vehicles and/or power equipment 
 

NOTE: Efflorescence, a whitish, powder-like deposit that sometimes appears on concrete 

products, in no way affects the structural integrity of the Cast Stone units and will wash 

and wear off over time. Because this is a natural occurrence Covered Bridge accepts no 

responsibility or liability for this condition. 
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Longevity and Sustainability of Cast Stone from Covered Bridge 
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Covered Bridge Cast Stone 

A division of Covered Bridge Precast LLC 

7 South Kinzer Rd 

PO BOX 132 

Kinzers PA 17535 

Call 717-354-2188      Email: sales@CBCastStone.com 

www.CBCastStone.com 

High value products demand top quality customer service! 


